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Xentrics
Gaming
and
Esports In
Saudi
Arabia



ABOUT US

Xentrics Gaming Esports Centers

 

Our goal is to create a healthy gaming community while providing the best esports

and gaming experience in Saudi Arabia. We thrive on making Xentrics Gaming the

perfect place for professional esports players to test their gaming abilities and

for casual gamers to enjoy gaming. It also helps that we are gamers and we

understand how gaming can be extremely thrilling and satisfying when you have

the proper tools at your disposal and you have the right attitude to enjoy it.
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What Makes Us Different?

Supported by a team with 150+ years of

gaming and esports experience collectively.

A platform of more than 230 state of the art

gaming PCs spread between two gaming

centers.

A dedicated team of esports tournament and

event organizers, hosting and organizing

more 60+ tournaments (offline/online) with a

collective prizes of 750,000+ SR in the span

of 3 years.

A dedicated team for broadcasting esports

tournaments and events. State of the art live

streaming equipment.

The first to have a fully functional esports

center for female esports players.

The first Esports Academy in the region.



Services

Esports/Gaming Venue

Organizing esports tournaments and events.

Esports Academy

By having 230 Esports ready PCs and 2 locations at our

disposal, any form of esports event is possible.

Dedicated team to run and broadcast esports

tournaments and events.

Connecting players with esports veterans and giving

them the necessary tools to improve.

Scouting Services

Esports Center design and operation

Esports and Gaming consultation

Curating top-level players for any of the major games and

help organizations create a solid roster.

We can design, plan, source and operate your esports

center.

Using our experience in the local and global scene we will

help you make sure every decision you make is the right

one.



Esports/Gaming
Venue

We have a combined number of 230 state of the art

gaming PCs that will allow you to run any game high

quality and a stable 144 fps to match our monitors'

refresh rate. 

Two state of the art locations designed to be the

perfect environment for an esports player.

External PC rental, we will deliver a perfect gaming

By having 230 Esports ready PCs and 2 locations at our

disposal, any form of esports event is possible.

         experience anywhere in the kingdom.



Organizing esports
tournaments and
events.

Full streaming equipment and operators

Full bracket and seeding management.

Team of esports tournament organizers.

A network of talent to support any esports activity

(Casters - Analysts - Presenters - MCs)

Dedicated team to run and broadcast esports

tournaments and events.



Esports
Academy

To create programs that would be beneficial for every

age and skill group to guide them in their esports

journey.

To produce world class esports athletes and teams

through sharing the experience of previous esports

players.

Connecting players with esports veterans and giving

them the necessary tools to improve.



Scouting
Services

Find, interview and hire the right esports coach or

player for an organization.

Using the experience of our ex-pro esports players.

Curate top-level players and coaches for any esport 

 and help organizations create a solid roster.



Esports Center
design and operation

Large scale esports center: 50 - 250 gaming PCs and

Small scale esports center: 15 - 45 gaming PCs

Temporary esports center: 15 - 150 gaming PC,

Designing and establishing an esports facility to your

operating an esports center.

Design, plan, source and operate your esports center.

other activities such as a stage.

suitable for professional esports teams.

typically used during events.

needs and goals.



Esports and Gaming
consultation

Team of 20+ esports professionals in various fields

and expertise in different genres of the gaming world.

Extensive knowledge of the local esports and gaming

scene.

Relations and connections with leaders of the

industry.

Using our experience in the local and global esports

scene we will help you make sure every decision you

make is the right one.



Contact Us

8357 King Abdulaziz rd., An Nahda Dist.

23523 Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

EMAIL ADDRESS

Info@xentricsgaming.com

https://www.xentrics.sa


